Six Kingdoms Brochure

Objective: You will demonstrate your knowledge of the six kingdoms of organisms by gathering information (from your class notes, the internet, and the textbook) and creating a brochure on the six kingdoms in which scientists classify organisms.

✓ You will choose a characteristic that will be the theme for your brochure:
  □ Most Fascinating  □ Most Common  □ Most Deadly  □ Most Bizarre

✓ You will choose 1 specific organism from each kingdom.

Your brochure will be organized as follows:

1. Making the Brochure- the brochure is made of one piece of paper. Fold the paper into thirds.

2. Cover- your cover should be an appropriate title that includes your theme. Your name should be written in the bottom right corner of the cover.

3. Inside the Brochure- inside your brochure, you should have one section for each of six kingdoms.
   Use the front and back of the paper. Since there will only be five open sections left in the brochure.
   You should place both the Eubacteria Kingdom and Archaebacteria Kingdom in the same section of the brochure.

You must include the following information for each organism of the six kingdoms:
  □ Are the organisms unicellular (one cell) or multicellular (many cells) or both?
  □ Do they have a nucleus in their cell? (eukaryotic- nucleus, prokaryotic- no nucleus)
  □ Do they make their own food or get it from other organisms? (autotrophic/heterotrophic)
  □ How does it reproduce? Sexual/Asexual
  □ Does it move?
  □ Habitat : Where does it live?
  □ A picture or a diagram of the organism(s) at least two
  □ Three interesting or unique facts